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Senate Schedules First Year Elections
By Paul Czarnota
The Law School Student Senate
approved funding for the fall softball
tournament Monday night at its weekly
meeting. $100 was budgeted fer the
scheduled four day competition, which will
choose the two teams to represent
~lichigan at the University of Virginia
lmitational Tournament in the spring.
Jon Beighle of the LSSS Sports
Committee presented the results of the
research ·he and Moirn Dages conducted in
trying to secure fields. Bt>ighle reported
that the City of Ann Arbor had fit>lds open

on Monday and Tuesday, October 12 and
13, and Monday and Tuesday, October 19
and 20. The city charges $18 per game,
which is substantially less than the
University asks for campus diamonds.
Games will begin each day at 4:45, with the
final game on any night starting at 9:45.
The majority of the games will occur at
either Vets Park or Buhr Park.
The Committee has set registration for
the tournament to begin today, October 7,
at 10:00 outside Room 100, Hutchins Hall.
Teams must have between 10 and 15 men
on its roster and submit t.he nnmE's of law

students only with $20 to be entered. Time
and cost has limited the number of spaces
to ten teams, and Beighle said that entries
would be taken on a first-come, first-serve
basis. Re1;istration ends today at 2:00, and
will be conducted also tomorrow, October
8, again from 10:00 - 2:00. IM rules will be
used for the games.
The Senate also finalized the schedule
for first year elections. Petitions were to
available yesterday, October 6, on the LSSS
office door (21 7 HH) and are due back into
the Senate by Friday, October 16. Twenty

(20) signatures of other first year students
are required for nomination. Students may
represent only their section on the Senate.
After petitions are received and
verified, photographs and position
statements will be printed in the RG on
Wednesday, October 21. The following
day, October 22, will be the election, with
polling located outside Room 100, HH, and
in the Lawyer's Club from 8:00a.m. to 6:30
p.m. Once the r esults are verified, the new
Senators are to be seated at the October
26th meeting.

We Interviewed with Kirkland & Ellis

Uoivcr.;ily of :\tichigan
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Chicago Firm Beats Interview Blues

· ;s,
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. Kirkland Jumps the Gun ·

By ~1sa Batey and R£'td Rozen.
firm also contActed two of the editors of the
Offenng fly-backs to mcmbcrs of law Journal of Law Reform (JLR) and at least
school publications more than n month one editor of the Yearbook of International
bef?re conducting inlE'rviews in_ Roon~ 200,
Legal Studies.
wh1~e seen by _some as u?<>th1cnl, IS not
Ferguson, a Michigan alumnus and
agamst any art1cul~ted pohcy, accor~mg to member of the K&E recruiting committee,
Placement Office chrec~r Nnncy Kncg<>r.
defended the firm's actions. Arguing that
Concerned th_nt then· laL(• nppcnmnce the off-campus interviews were "not an
(November 4-5) m Room 200 would come end run around the normal recruiting
~fter many l_aw students had tn~en other process," Ferguson stated that K&E had no
Job~, the Chicago law fir~ of Kn·klnnd & set quotas for extending offers to Michigan
Ellis (K&E) wrote to ct>rt.'\J~ stuclcnts, most students, and he denies that the preof them members of law school interview letters will have any effect on
publications, offering to "m<'et with n few those who interview with the firm in Room
people on an informal bnsJ~ bt•for£' lh£'n."
200 in November. Ferguson went on to
This approach has met with success, as state that "we're not trying to cut anybody
at least three second-year ~hchigan Law out" through this process, but rather that
Review CMLR) membt>rs have:> already the ofT-campus interviews were a way to
participated in such i nt.ervwws and havE' augment the normal r ecruiting procedure.
been invited to Chicago for fly-backs. It is
Ferguson 'also said that the letters were
therefore possible that thc:>se thrc:>E' students not targeted exclusively at members of
(and perhaps others) will hav<' VIsited the publications, and that two or three students
K&E office in Chicago and rcct•Jvt>d job who were recommended by K&E summer
otTers before K&E ever officially comE's to associates, and who do not write for
publications, received letters. According to
campus to conduct intervicws.
Students critical of this process have Ferguson, "we didn't focus on publications."
expressed concern that the Hoom 200
Several recipients of the K&E letters
interviews may be a pro forma nppc:>arance spoke with the R'G, including two students
on the part ofK&E, ns it is pos~iblc th:lt the who have accepted fly-backs and who
firm will have hired all of thc Michigan spoke on the condition that their identities
students it wants bt>fore Novemb<.'r 4. This not be revealed.
possibility has angered a numbt>r of
One student received a letter from K&E
students, but has not prompted any nction which specified that they had gotten his
from the Placement Oflice.
name from the Placement Office. The
Receiving letters from law firms is student pointed out the irony and ethical
nothing new t:> publications staffers; considerations at stake "where a firm relies
likewise, it is not unusual for firms with late on information provided by the Placement
interviewing slots to attempt to contact Office to circumvent the established
students earlier in the intcrvi(•\\ing 5eason. procedures of that office."
When another of the students phoned
Krieger pointed out, however, that the
usual procedure in such circum~tances is the firm to arrange his meeting with
to hold a cocktail party for all students.
Ferguson, he was told that the meeting
K&E attorneys Alexander lilac Kinnon would be "in lieu of an interview in Room
and Mark Ferguson contacted several 200" and was instructed to bring a copy of
MLR members who hnd interviewed with his resume.
or sent resumes to the firm last year or who
The two students who spoke with the
had worked in Chicago last summer. The RG and who have accepted fly-backs both

note a that the issue was addressed in an
MLR general staff meeting, but that no
policy was announced. Members were
told that Nancy Krieger was aware of
K&E's overtures, and that the decision of
whether to accept the invitations was up to
them. Both students indicated that had the
editoriai board prohibited going outside the
Room 200 process, they would not have
met with K&E.
The issue was also discussed at a
meeting of the MLR editorial board,
according to Managing Editor · Gary
MacDonald. While MacDonald and some
other members of the board themselves
refuse to interview outside the Placement
Office, the board decided that it did not
have the "time, resources, or inclination to
police the activities of staff members."
Thus, the board decided that, as the K&E
action was not in violation of any

Placement Office guideline, it was up to
individual members as adults to decide for
themselves whethe~ or not ~o meet with
K&E. This stance was relayed to staffers
at the general meeting by MacDonald,
who also cautioned those who did accept
the invitations to keep a low profile.
The lack of a policy on the matter
f1ngered at least one MLR member, who
spoke with both Nancy Krieger and MLR
Editor-in-Chief Melissa Maxman about the
ethical issues involved. According to this
student, both Krieger and Maxman think
there should be a policy, but each feels it is
the responsibility of the other.
In an interview with the RG, Krieger
expressed reluctance to institute any rule
against ofT-campus interviewing which, in
practice, would prove to be virtually
unenforceable. Enforceability was also a
cc K&E page TlffiEE
'

LSSS Labors Over Budget
By Paul Czarnota
The Law School Student Senate met
for almost four hours on Tuesday,
September 29 as they dealt with the 198788 budget. The Senate allocated $31,702
out of expected revenues of $38,000 $40,000. Part of the remaining funds will
serve as a contingency fund, while the rest
will pay for the LSSS's clerk, a Law School
Directory and other projects.
Organization representatives from the
Black American Law Students' Association,
the National Lawyers' Guild and the
Lesbian-Gay Law Students addressed the
Senate on the recommendations made by
the Executive Board. Additionally, the
Senate heard from its Financial Aids and
Awards Commitee, Sports Committee and
Social Committee. Group representatives
were well received. and all increased their
budgets modestly by their presentations.
The committee interviews, however,

generated more intense discussion.
The longest and most heated debate
was generated by the deficits left by last
year's Social and Sports committees. The
two boilies racked up over $2800 in
expenses over their allotments, and
Senators were unwilling to cover the
shortage. Treasurer Anne Larson reported
that thP Social Committee's debt was not as
large as listed in the allocations listings, due
to clothing sales earlier in the week that
netted $1500 before the stock ran out. The
committee is now order.ng additional
articles from the money it receives with
new orders.
Danielle Carr argued that it was unfair
of the Senate to penalize this year's social
committee by forcing it to cover the debt.
Carr noted that the current chairs are not
see DEFICITS, page THREE
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Pretend Interviews

By Laura Anderson
This summer I happened to catch, on the evening
news, coverage of yet another picketing protest at the
site of a medical clinic that provided abortion services.
This in itself was not remarkable; individuals operating
under the group name "Right to Life" often stage
activities directed to close such clinics. Indeed, these
medical facilities are frequently blown up, endangering
people's safety, in the name of Life. So this particular
protest would have been entirely run of the mill, had it
not been for one specific demonstrator's placard,
looming large on my TV screen. The handpainted sign
read "Sperm are People Too." This gave me pause to
think.
Now I assume that this particular protester was
objecting not only to the cessation of what I deem
potential human life, the abortion of a first trimester
fetus, but also to the waste of potential potential human
life, human sperm. I thought of this poor little critter's
odds. If he was properly manufactured in a man's body,
and wasn't killed by extreme temperature or disease,
and if he was allowed to exit into a woman's
reproductive cavity (not first exiting to an untimely
death in one of the myriad of ways we know this to
occur), and this spunky fellow was hearty enough not to
be killed by the female body's pH levels notoriously
hostile to his life, and he was lucky enough to encounter
a willing egg agreeable to being fertilized, so he became
miraculously part of a zygote (while he watchl'd his
fellow travelers expire for lnck of anything better to do),
and this zygote embedded itself in feeding territory, and
then managed to hang on there and grow for many
months, suffering not from disease, other mN!Jcnl
complications, or eviction from the lnndlord, this brave
little fellow would become a human baby. Such a long
journey to travel. Such lousy odds.
I was perplexed \vith this "Sperm are People Too"
message. I stayed awake nights pondering this poor
little swimmer's fate. Hoping for insight, I asked n
fellow law clerk about the message, knowing thnt as she

N OBODY IS ESPECIALLY FOND of the
interviewing process. Not students. Not faculty.
Not administrators. Not interviewers.
On-campus job interviews, however, are a fact of
li fe at m ost law schools, and students, fa culty,
administrators, and·attorneys accept that fact and
try to make the most of the situation. Some firms,
obviously, try to make more of it than others.
Kirkland & Ellis, a h igh-visibility Chicago law
firm, has taken a bad situation-a late-season
interviewing date-and turned it into an opportunity
to make personal appeals to selected individuals.
Before the rush ofless-quali.fied applicants. Before
the scheduled interview. Before a Kirkland & Ellis
attorney steps foot inside of Room 200 this semester,
interviews will have been conducted, flybacks
taken, jobs offered.
Imagine, then, the person who signs up for an oncampus interview with Kirkland & Ellis. Already,
that per on is K&E's second choice. Be prepared,
your job may have been given to one of your
classmates weeks ago. Despite its assurances that it
has no set quota for giving jobs to Michigan students, t - - -- -- Kirkland & Ellis may have already filled its
ex1>ected job needs by the t ime you walk into the
JUDGE. BQRK, ISNT
interview room. Look to your left, look to your right,
IT TRUE THAT '(DU
all of you may already have been dinged by
SA\D LEGAL
Kirkland & Ellis.
Is this against the rules? No. Is it unfair to those
PRECE.\JENT HP$
who sign-up for on-campus interviews? Yes. Can
NO VALUE?
anything be done? Maybe.
The Placement Office has the understandable
reluctance to institute a rule which it has no ability or
no eagerness to enforce. But it can take a stand
Remind employers that they have made a
commitment to interview on campus-a real
commitment to give a chance to deserving students.
Room 200 should not be the site for mock interviews,
sham procedures where the employer has little
biDNT You
intention of giving job offers to interviewees.
ALSO 0?\'QS£ 11\E
Publications should mention the implications of
widespread abuse of the normal placement process.
1964· ClVlL
Since the members of p ublications are the targets of
most questionable interviewing offers, they are the
ones who most need to deter over -anxious finns. The
editorial boards of the publications can take the lead,
by announcin g a policy of discouraging fi rms and
memberc: from making or accep ting pre-interview
offers.

/

-- ·
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Nobody is especi~lly fo~d of the interviewing
process. But let's make sure that the interviewing
process remains just that, !Wd pot a charade. , . ·

.'

.

was a student from Harvard, she would possess the
inside track to the truth.
My friend explained that perhaps it was a joke, as
some feminists had been known to carry that self same
placard, under the auspices of a group coined "Ladies
Against Women." (Their hope was to demonstrate that
the women's movement had a sense of humor, which we
all know to be a dirty lie.*) So perhaps the message was
only a honx. But again I pondered; what if it were true?
What if sperm are people, too?
Think of the ramifications! Each man and boy
capable of producing sperm is a mass transit carrier for
thout:ands or millions of other tiny little lives! Think of
the great responsibility that entails. I would be very
smug in my self importance 1f I wer£> a caretaker for
great multitudes.
But ponder the lo&ristical difficultiE>s. There would
have to be massive voter redistricting, thousands or
millions of women for each one man. Pairing up for
Greek Sing practice would be most perplexing.
Consider the number of dependents a man could declare
on his income taxes! Any sperm·producing man
certainly could drive in the carpool lane of the Los
Angeles freeways.
But I also thought of the mass murder that, under
this theory, occurs every day. Without even the help of
artificial contraception, nature itself commits spermal
genocide on grand scale. Ev<'n in the situation which is a
true procreationist's wet dream, intercourse \vithout
cont.rnct•ption only during ovulation, still countless
innocent. sperm nrc dying. It seems a cruel reverse to the
old hypothetical of throwing one person out of the
lifeboat to save tht• rest. In the swnrrny lifeboat of the
sperm, nil must die so that one can live. I call upon
Professor Knmisar to tell me if this is fair.
Alas, I have come to no conclusion.
"'Which rt'm inds nw of one of my favorite jokes. A man
.~ays, "llat'e you heard the women's mcwement has no
.~ense of humor?" The u·oman replies, "No, but if you
hum a feu• bars, I'll fake it."

1-
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Wouldn't You Rather Have Bork?

By Matthew P. Bown
his shared conservative outlook. I'm sure that Senator
Given all the "hoopla" associated with Judge Robert
Hatch is quite comfortable in his role as a legislator, and
Bork's confirmation proceedings before the United
is capable of distinguishing his role as a legislator from
States Senate, you would think that those opposed to
the role of a Supreme Court Justice. Despite this fact, it
Bork really don't want to see him confirmed. But such a
is unlikely that Senator Hatch would not have a
thought would be very shortsighted if one fails to
tendency to slip into the legislative mode if he were on
consider the probable consequences if Bork is not
the Court.
confirmed.
For years Senator Hatch has attempted to introduce
Opponents of Bork object to to his philosophy of
a constitutional ammendment banning abortion. He has
judicial restraint as threatening to their particular
also fought vigorously to allow tuition credit for private
interest. These interests include a woman's right to
schools and school prayer, while fighting against
abortion, homosexuality, and affirmative action which
amnesty for undocumented workers and a holiday for
are not part of the Constitution as Bork would probably
the slain civil tights leader, Dr. Martin Luther King. It
see it. Such interests, however, would be in much more
seems clear, having failed in each and every one of these
danger if a judicial activist of a conservative stripe were
endeavors, that given half a chance as a Supreme Court
to replace Bork.
Justice, Senator Hatch would seek to accomplish what
Senator Orin Hatch, for example, who has often
he was unable to as a Senator.
been mentioned as a serious contender for the Supreme
But being a Senator has its advantages as well. As a
_c_o_u_r_t_v_a_c_a_nc_y_,_i_s _d_is_t_in_c_t_
ly_d_i_ffi_e_re_n_t_fr
_ om
_ B_
o r_k_,_d_e_s:...
pl_
· te_ __:S~e:.:n.:.:a:.:to
.:.r::..!'..:H.:.a:.tc
:.:.:.:h..:i.:.s..:u.:.n.:.li.:.k:.:..::
ely to meet significant opposition

in the Senate, and his only hurdle, ironically, is the
Constitution, itself. Perhaps Senator Hatch could
introduce a Constitutional ammendment to allow
Senators to be appointed to the Supreme Court even if
they voted to raise the salaries of Supreme Court
Justices in the same term. But, with a little judicial
activism, maybe he won't have to.
The point, I guess, is very basic: judicial activism
cuts both ways, but judicial restraint does not. Many
items on the conservative agenda simply can't be
pursued through judicial restraint. One simply can't
decide that prayer in public school and tuition credits for
ptivate schools are O.K. without broadly interpreting the
Constitution through judicial activism. Therefore, as a
disciple of judicial restraint, Bork can not possibly be as
threatening as a conservative judicial activist who has
the full range of the conservative agenda at their
disposal. The question, thus, begs itself: wouldn'tyou
rather have Bork?

Deficits Stir Up Debate at Senate Meeting
continued from page ONE
the culprits, and as volunteers they should
not be handicapped like this in their duties.
Jeff Crawford responded that, while
the current committee is not to blame, it
was the Social Committee that fostered this
problem and that body should have to Jive
with the consequences. Craw;ord said that
the committee could make whatever
adjustments it thought fit within its
allocation.
The Senate finally approved an
allocation of $7700, which was $250 more
than the Executive Board recommended,
but still with over $600 left in debt.
The Senators handled the Sports

Committee in a similar manner. About
$400 was shifted from the various
tournaments to an administration heading,
and the Senate then added $50 extra to th- ·
to cover the debt. The committee will be
forced to cover the lost revenue by other
sources, most likely by either raising the
fees charged to the students or by cutting
back on events. This year's allocation of
$2576 is over 200% higher than the
previous fiscal year, and mark!' an increase
in the number of sporting events to be held
this year. As with the Social Committee, the
Sprots Committee chairs are new to their
posts.
Perhaps the most surptising allocation

HOW OFTEN DO YOU CALL A
COMPANY, JUST TO TELL
THEM HOW MUCH YOU LIKE
THEIR PRODUCT?
AT LAW IN A FLASH,
WE GET CALLS LIKE THAT
EVERY DAY.
Students from all over the country tell us how much Law In A Aash flashcards
have helped them study for law school exams and the Multi state Bar.
Law In A Flash doesn't only make legal principles crystal clear and easy to
remember - irs interesting as well. It combines definitions, mnemonics, theory and
entertaining hypotheticals to give you a study aid which is uniquely effective.
Available at Bookstores Nationwide
• Constitutional Law
• Contracts
~"'-~
·Criminal Procedure
• Torts
'"
1
·Future Interests
• Evidence
.J .
LawinaJ ;n,"'
· Criminal Law
• Property
· Civil Procedure
·Sales
For A Free Sample Call: 7 r.,..
• 3,600 card Multistate Bar Review Set
1·80Q.23FLASH

1

was that given to the Quad r angle
yearbook.
The LSSS budgeted the
resurrected publication $4150, including
$3800 to allow it to meet its obligations with
its ptinter. The Quadrangle is slated to
start taking orders October 5th, and as it
sells copies and advertisements it will
reimburse the Senate for its advance. The
group said it should have its money in by
the 'vinter.
The Senate announced that due to this
revenue and the money it receives from the
vi deo games in the basement of the
Lawyers' Club, a second groups' allocation
will be made in January to fund any other
worthy projects. Any organization that has
specific plans for an event is encouraged to
contact the Senate for additional monies.
The LSSS expects to get about $100 per
week from the videos in addition to the
Quadrangle money.
Since the LSSS is doing reasonably
well financially, President Bruce Courtade
announced that the board would not seek a
rise in the student fee this year. The
proposed hike to $15 will still be followed
through on this year, and will be
anticipated to take effect next fall.
Courtade said that the Senate would send a
letter requesting the fee increase to Dean

Bollinger, who, if he agrees with the
proposal, will present the question to the
University's fee committee. The Senate
announced that the new Dean will support
the increase.
The LSSS discovered at the meeting
that it was in violation of its own by. laws
by not having previously scheduled the
elections for first year representatives. The
guidelines called for the elections to be held
duting the last ten days of September and
the first five school days of October.
Additionally, the rules call for prior
advertisement of the contest 20 days in
advance of the balloting. Courtade said
that the LSSS would hit the group
pentaflexes by Friday, October 2, with
notices of the elections. The notices were
not distrubuted as of Sunday, October 4th,
and it is unclear what path the Senate will
choose. Four seats are open to first years,
one for the summer starters, one for the
expetimental section, and one each for the
remaining two sections.
Before the dose Clf the meetinp;,
Courtade noted th,tt the Executive Boar.i
would be meeting in the near future with
Dean BolUnger. The Dean would like to
share some projects with the Senators that
he thinks they should undertake.

K&E Starts Early
con tinued from page ONE
concern of MLR Articles Editor Andrew
McGuinness, who saw the alternatives to
be either a "toothless" or a "draconian"
policy.
Many of those who spoke with the RG
agreed that a policy is needed, although
were not in all cases sure whether the
publications or the Placement Office should
bear the responsibility of establishing a
policy. MacDonald said he feels it is an
issue that involves the administration of the
law school and properly falls to the
Placement Office.
The main concern of most MLR
members approached by the RG was that
the situation may cause resentment toward
those on MLR. Practices similar to those
currently employed by K&E reportedly led
to image problems for the publication
several years ago, and actions were taken
then to halt the firms' behavior.

MacDonald's admonition to .. keep a low
profile" is seen by some as evidence of the
concern over image problems.
One MLR member, at least, finds the
issue to present much more than merely an
image problem. This student stated that
the "illicit pre-screenings are indicative of
the plethora of problems with the
interview process." The process, the
student noted, shows too much concern
over Michigan's placement of individuals
with prestigious firms in comparison with
the placement records of Harvard and
other top law schools. "And while the
P lacement Office should be held
accountable for errors and omissions in the
administration of the process, "this MLR
member noted, "the blame ultimately falls
on the faculty for letting the interview
process develop into a monster that's
~king over the ~a~. school."
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---les <klii&u~.- Baker & Hostelter

Mayor, Day & Caldwell

of Cleveland, Ohio

of Houston, Texas

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Friday, October 30

Wednesday, October 28

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Schlussel, Lifton, Simon,
Rands, Galvin & Jackier
of

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODA Y

Schwabe, Williamson &
Wyatt

Southfield, Michigan, Detroit,Michigan and
Ann Arbor, Michigan

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

of Portland, Oregon

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 27

Monday, October 26

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.

Swdents' interview request cards are due m the Placement Office TODAY

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock,
Blaine & Huber

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius

of Buffalo, Jamestown, New York and
Rochester, New York, Wilmington, Delaware

of New York, New York

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 28

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Tuesday, October 27

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.

for ummer and pem1anent employment, 1988.

Swdents' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Shaw, Pittman, Potts &
Trowbridge
of Washington, D. C.

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 26
for summer and permanent employment, 1988.
Students' interview reque.st cards are due in the Placement Offire Tr DAY

Shartsis, Friese &
Ginsburg
of

San Francisco, California

is pleased
to announce that it will be interviewino0
•
mterested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 26
for summer and permanent employment, 1988.
Students' interview requ~st cqrds are du~ in. the Placement Qffis e !Qf}~Y

_ ..
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Linde Thomson Fairchild
Langworthy Kohn & Van
Dyke, P.C.

Sonnenschein Carlin Nath
& Rosenthal
of Chicago Illinois

of Kansas City, Missouri

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 26

Friday, October 30
for summer employment, 1988

for summer and permanent employment, 1988

Students' imerril'l~ r< quesl cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg

Parker, Milliken, Clark,
O'Hara & Samuelian

of Chicago, Illinois

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Wednesday, October 28

of

Los Angeles, California

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Monday, October 26

for summer and permanent employment, 1988.

for summer and permanent employment, 1988 .
Students' intcrviell' rcque.1t card.1 are due in the Placement Office 1VDAY

.)'tudenrs' interview request cards are due in rhe Placement Office TODAY.

Bell, Boyd & Lloyd
of

Chicago, Illinois

is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
on

Tuesday, October 27
Wednesday, October 28
Thursday, October 29
Our firm consists of !50 lawyers in offices located in Chicago
and Oak Brook, Illinois, and Washington, D.C. Clients include
international, national and regional manfacturing companies
and service industry fim1s as well as professional and trade
groups, non-profit organizations and individuals. Recent
mergers have supplemented our international, corporate,
litigation and real estate praclice areas and offer new
opportunities for growth.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

Best, Best & Krieger
of

Riverside, California

is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
on

Wednesday, October 28
Our firn1 is the largest law firm in Inland Southern California.
We have 87 lawyers with offices in Riverside, Palm Springs,
Rancho Mirage, and a fourth office being opened in Ontario in
November. Our practice consists of general business planning;
estate planning and probate; retirement and employee benefit
planning; health care; real estate; civil litigation; public law;
water and environmental;and municipal financing.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.

-
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- -Its <5tstat·- Thelen, Marrin, Johnson
& Bridges

Btitzel Long Gust Klein &
VanZile
of Detroit and Birmingham, Michigan

of Los Angeles, California

will be interviewing interested 2nd
and 3rd year stud~nts on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 29
for summer and permanent employment, 1988
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Winthrop & Weinstine
of St. Paul, Minnesota

-

October 12 and October 13
for ~urnmer an'-i pcrm .• :~cnt employment, >988, J!h:
will be hosring .1 rec:ept1un in the Lawyer~ Club
Lounge on \Vednesday, October 7 at 3:00p.m. All
second and third year students are cordially invitel 1 tu
attend.

Greenberg, Traurig,
Askew, Hoffman, Lipoff,
Rosen & Quentel, P.A.
of Miami, Florida

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 29

Thursday, October 29

for summer and permanent employment, 1988

for summer and permanent employment, l9XX

Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Stud1•nt.,' intervieiV request cards ar1• diU' in tlw Plarcment OfJit·c IODAY

Davis Hoxie Faithful!
&Hapgood
of New York, New York
is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
on

Thursday, October 29
Our fim1 consists of 27 attomeys and specialiLes in p.ttent .md
trademark law and related areas. A degree in chemistry.
physics, biology or an engineering discipline is n:quin.:cl.

Students' inten·ic1v request cards arc due in the Placement (~[{ice TOJ)A Y

Fenwick, Davis &
West
of

Palo Alto, California

is p1ca~cd to announce that it \\ill be
interviewing inlcrestecl 2nd and 3rd \car students
~

~

on

Monday, October 26
\\'care a 70-lawyer finn headquartered in the Silicon Valley,
40 nimutcs south of San Francisco. Our client b. -,cinch.~ le~
over fift) "l·ortunc 500'' comp.u11 ''·a large nul l cr ( f fo:c1gn
enterprise". 'UH.i hundreds ol cmer2in~ comp.mie \\ c have
par11cu !.t r ~:,p ·ci,t: tie) in sCCLII it ies/\ cnt ur ~ capilli. chnology
dncl intellectual propcrt~ counseling and litigat1 1. dntitrust
counselinnt' and litir.ltion.
intt.:'mat!Onaltax, 11 1 and
....
intcranation~d corporate la\\ .
.\·rudt nr,' utrctTicw rc

fliCSt

rare{,· arc due in the Placemcm 0/Jif'e tODAY.

I
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Stroock&Stroock&
Lavan
of New York, New York

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Thursday, October 29
for summer and pennanent employment, 1988
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Finley, Kumble, Wagner,
Heine, Underberg, Manley,
Meyserson & Casey
of New York, New York

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on

Portes, Sharp, Herbst
& Kravets, Ltd.
of

Chicago, Illinois

is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year student
on

Friday, October 30
We
. are1 a dynamic 34-attorney law firm with a fast-orowino
0
0
nation~ real estate, financial institution, litigation and busines
pract1ce. We hope all those interested second and third-year
students will sign up to visit with us.
Swdents' interview request cards are due in che Placemem Office TODAY.

Friday, October 16
for summer ancl permanent employment, 1988.

Exxon Company, U.S.A.
a division of Exxon Corporation of Houston, Texas
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year
students on

Thursday, October 29
for sun11ncr associate and full-time positions.
[f ~ ou l1re interested in learning more about the practice of law as in-ho·tsc counsel at
Exxon. plca~e drop by Dominick's at 812 .tv1onroc (behind the Law School ) on October 28
bel\\CL'll 4:30- 7:30p.m. and/or sign up for an in ten ie\\. If you are unable to do !jo. please
kLI IIL'C to mnil in a cop; of your resume and/or give me a ca1l: Pamda Hudak Kavieff.
~00 Bell Street, Suite 254. Houston. Texas 77002. (713) 656-8209.
Students' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY.
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Evans, Kitchel & Jenckes,
P. C.

Jones, Skelton &
Hochuli

of Phoenix, Arizona

is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing
interested 2nd year students on

of Phoenix, Arizona
is pleased to announce that it will be
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students
on

Monday, October 26
for summer employment, 1988.
Swdents' interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY

Friday, October 9
. Our firm consists of thirty-one attorneys specializino
c in
msurance and commercial litigation as well as commercial,
transactional, and insurance law practice. Our representative
clients include ABCO Markets, AETNA Life and Casualty,
Fremont Indemnity, the City of Phoenix, the State of Arizona,
Mohave and Maricopa Counties, St. Paul Fire and Marine, State
Farm, Navistan Corporation and Naviston Financial, HertzPensk~, Mead Reinsurance, Century Insurance, Empire Fire and
Manne, Payless Cashways, Home Depot, and the Prudential
Insurance Companies.

Gardner, Carton &
Douglas
of Chicago, Illinois

is please~ to announce that it will be interviewing
mterested 2nd year students on

Friday, October 23
for summer employment, 1988
Students' interview nquest cards tue due in the Placement Office TODAY

I

----------~--------~1
Morgan. lewis & Bocklus

Studer:'t Funde~ Fellowships would like to thank the
follo~m.g law fums for their continued support of
pu~ltc mt~res! law at the University of Michigan.
!he1r contnbuhons helped us fund over thirty public
Interest law jobs last summer
Al'heimer & Gray
Chicago.ll
Benesch. Friedlander. Coplan &
Aronoff
Columbus. OH
Berniger. Berg. Rioth & Diver. P.C.
Colorado Springs. CO
Br.cker & Eckler
Columbus. OH
Cleary. Gottlieb. Steen & Hamilton
New York. NY

Haythe & Curley
New York. NY
Honlgman Miller Schwartz and Cohn
Detroit. Ml
Hughes Hubbard & Reed
Washington. D.C.
Isham. L1ncoln & Beale
Chlcago.ll
Karon. Morrison & Savikas. ltd.
Chlcago.ll

Dykema. Gosset. Spencer. Goodnow
& Trigg
Detroit. Ml

Kotten Muchln & Davis
Chlcago.ll
landels. R1pley & Diamond
San Francls<:o. CA

Fraser Trebilcock Davis & Foster. P.C.
lansJng. Ml

long. Aldridge & Norman
Atlanta. GA

Fu bright & Jaworski
HOUston. TX

Moyer. Brown & Platt
Chicago.ll

Hale and Dorr
Boston. MA
Hancock. Rothert & Bunshoft
.!:.,n Francls<:o. CA

Mayor. Day & Caldwell
Houston. TX
Miller. Canfield. Paddock and Stone
Detrolt. Ml

Philadelphia. PA
Morrison & Foerster
San Francisco. CA
Peterson. Ross. Schloerb & Seidel
Chlcago.ll
Pillsbury. Madison & Sutro
San Francisco. CA
Reed Smith Shaw & McClay
Pittsburgh. PA
Robins. Zelle. larson & Kaplan
Minneapolis. MN
Ross. Dixon & Mosback
Washington. D.C.

Simon. Deitch. Tucker and Friedman
Southfield. Ml
Stark and Gordon
Detroit. Ml
Stinson. Mag & Flzzell
Kansas City, MO
Stoel. Rives. Boley, Fraser & Wy~
Portland. OR
The Stolar Partnership
St. louis. MO
Thelen. Marrin. Johnson & Bridges
San Francls<:o. CA
Varnum Rlddering. Schmidt & Howlett
Grand Rapids. Ml

Roman Saliwanchik
Gainesville. Fl
Schiff Hardin & Waite
- Chlcago.ll
Sheppard. Mullin. Richter & Hampton
Los Angeles. CA
Sherman & Howard
Denver. CO
Shumaker. loop & Kendrick
Toledo. OH
Sidley & Austin
Chicago.IL

For further Information please
contact:
Student Funded Fellowships
University of Michigan Low School
300 Hutchins Hall
Ann Arbor. Ml 48104
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Feature

Detectives Slug it Out at Murray' Af.~!.~.~!~nDe•Moin•

"N t only am I an eminent
in 1964, right after the Goldwa t;,
office till now."
this
. 't \ t " she announced "but I am
nomination. And then there was ~ "
"I had a dentist appointment .
"
'
famous Confluence of 191 2, when a la
morning, that's why I was late. I came ~~ spm ua IS'
By Reid Rozen
also an attorney.
.. I
d
h' · y
gstoW'
My name's McGill. Detective Slug around 10:00, and found everyone gone.
"S t of a paranormal paralega1,
firm and a car ea1ers 1p m .oun.
f
0
''I'm still a little troubled by that
or
"All
right
scary
Mary,
what's
vanished
within
minutes
of
a
s1ghtmg
McGill of the NYPD. I was working out of
offered .
•
h · •.
the Unexplained Phenomena and White characterization," I pondered, "but please your theory on this situation?"
flight of cigar-shaped UFOs, ."" .1 c •
Collar Crime Division on the morning of continue."
She raised her bony arms over ~er
brought with it the usual cattle mutilatlo nJ
"What more do you want?! I found the head closed her eyes, and started swaYJng
January 12, 1985. The weather had just
and stigmata."
.
turned miS(lrable, the kind of weather that whole goddam firm gone! Isn't that b ck 'and forth. "I feel a great power here, I
O'Neill was drinking this all in lik!
transforms New York into a murky enough?"
s:nse the spirits of many people."
. .
twelve-year old scotch. "Golly, Slug, t~
"And how did you know that the whole
cesspool of slush, run-off, and white collar
"Do you hear the sound of a milhon
sounds bigger than you or me. Maybe Vi·
crime, exposing the black heart of man firm was gone?"
,
out
at
once
and
then,
should call in the FBI."
voices
crying
11
"Because no one was here..
she silence?" O'Neill brightly asked. . .
and the corruption of a city drowning in a
"Don't you think you've ca us ~:
river of misery and antifreeze. The cried and then she buried her face in her
"Quiet, infidel , I am receiVIng
enough trouble, calling in the queen of to
hands and wept. "She's a tough .nut. to signals from the nether worl~·:·
telephone roused me from my reverie.
.
spirit world?" I asked. ''I'm going .to ca.!
crack," I thought to myself. I wasn t go~ng
"McGill?" It was the Chief.
"Well, if you start receiVIng s1gnals
downtown to get forensics up here, .~o ""
to get anywhere with this uncooperative from the Garden, I'd like to knov.: how..the
"Yes Chief."
can get a real investigation started.
"Cotta call from Midtown, they say witness. I'd have to check out the scene Rangers are gonna do tomght, I
I walked into the nearest empty_offi ~
they got somethin' there they can't myself.
interjected.
.
. ..
and reached for the phone .. Imme~ate :.
I walked through the maze of offices,
explain. Want someone from division to
"Ah my dear DetectiVe McG1ll, she
the phone rang. I picked 1t up. H e D.
past
empty desks, empty chairs, fil.led said br~aking her trance. "I would expect
help 'em investigate."
McGill here."
~
"That doesn't surprise me, Chief," I coffee cups. There was something you~ be more sympathetic. But if you had
"Slug, is that you?" responded t l'l
noted, "Midtown wouldn't know an
familiar about the whole place, but I experienced what I have, you would doubt
woman's voice on the other end.
unexplained phenomenon if they read it couldn't put my finger on it.
. .
me no more. I have seen lawyers from
"Janet?" I asked. It was my soon-t.
I continued walking, past whlrnng Cravnth spewing ectoplasm, the tax
its Miranda rights."
be ex-wife, the ice maiden of Brookly
Xerox machines, IBM typewriters, Bu~-0- division at Skadden, Arps levitate. three
"I want you to get down there right
Talk about spiritual confluenc.es ...
Matic coffee makers. Hmm, mind If I feet off the floor , a partner at ~1lbank
away. It's the offices of Murray, Celeste &
"Oh, I'm sorry," she sa1d Jelly,
help myself to some coffee? No one, of spontaneously burst into flames···
Associates. A law firm. "
must have dialed the wrong number, S l::
course, objected. It was, to my knowledge,
The Chief gave me the address, and I
"You hang around with the wrong
I was trying to reach my attorne y •
the quietest law firm in New York. I half crowd," I suggested.
was on my way. That name: Murray,
. ..
Murray, Celeste."
..
expected to see tumbleweeds blo~n~ down
Celeste. Something fam iliar about it.
"Hah, you jest now, detectJv~, she
"This is Murray, Celeste. . I k:ne
the corridors and coyotes howhng m the said, "but if you had seen an assoc1ate at
I went over to the historic Sugar Trust
something was familiar about this p la.fl
Building, going past the lobby mur al
conference rooms.
Dewey, Ballantine inadvertently open th.e
Of course, I'd been here before, whe~ t:
depicting J im Fiske and Jay Gould
"There's gotta be an explanatio~ for very gates of hell to be plu~ked from th1s
wife instituted divorce proceed:tn;
water ing the stock of the New York
this," said Slug O'Neill, who had qUietly world and never seen agrun, you would
against me.
Central, up to the twentieth floor offices of snuck up behind me. "Law firms don't respect the powers of the unknown."
"Change jobs, Sluggo?
Or
~lurrny, Celeste & Assocs. There, in the
just disappear. Do they?"
"Snatched by demons?" I asked.
something the matter there? Let me talk I
reception area, I met up with Detective Slug
"If I had an explanation for this," I "Hey Slug did that happen in your
my attorney."
O'Neill of Midtown.
retorted, "it wouldn't be an unexplained
recinct?" 'He shrugged his shoulders.
"That weasel Maloney?"
B
"Hiya Slug," said the detective.
phenomenon, now would it? And then you ~Look, gypsy princess, I .know you ~ean
attorney was an oily individual, w h:.
"Hiya Slug," I replied. "Looks pretty
handshake was damp and whose ve~
wouldn't have called for m.e, would you?" well but fm a cop. I don t buy these very
dead around here."
ran with mayonnaise and whose v o.
Just then I noticed an ancient gypsy gate's of hell' nursery tales anymore." .
"Then
maybe
you're
not
interested
m
was as thick as a seven-eleven slur::
"We gotta problem, Slug," be said.
She
woman standing behind O'Neill.
"Seems that Mrs. Online over there came
sported a red scarf around her head, and knowing that this office is in the center of Big gulp size. "Maloney's not he_:to work this morning and found the entire
nobody's here. It's just you and ~e, bab
wore a multi-colored kaftan.
Or an energy vortex, a veritable black hole of
spiritual influences." She threw back her
I suddenly realized the Wlsdo~
firm gone."
burnoose. Or muu-muu. "Who's Madam
"She found them gone?" I queried. "I
wrinkled
head
and
laughed
a
demonic
what
Madam Slug had been saying. Y
Gruspenskaya, there? She's a little old to
have some philosophical problems with
of course, there is a spiritual conflue n~
be your partner and a little young to be laugh. If demons laugh, _that is. "I have
that, Slug. I mean, how can she find
tested it: objects roll up h1ll here, magnets
events worlting here. Fate deteTID.l:r
your gir lfriend, isn't she?"
something that's not there?"
that I would be here, working on t~s <:a:"Oh, Slug McGill, I'd like you to meet point in every direction but north, the
"Ask her for yourself," he replied.
clocks all run at different speeds, y~u
It is my destiny to deal Wlth :.~
Debra Szlugadvara."
I walked over to Mrs. Online. A bluecan't get a good cup of coffee. We are m
disappearance of Maloney and r
"My friends call me 'Madam Slug,'"
haired woman, fake rhinestones
the middle" she stated mysteriously, "of wretched cohorts. The very people
she said in a thick Hungarian accent as
embedded in her fake-tortoise shell
were helping my wife wrench everyt~
she offered me her gnarled hand. "I've the Manh;ttan Triangle."
glasses, Mrs. Online was ob viously
She walked several yar ds up the
ever earned away from me, making been invited by Detective O'Neill to help
shaken up by the experience. She was
corridor her arms upraised, spinning on life a living hell. That's right, a lir;,~
solve this case."
nervously dri nking fake coffee and bP.ing
her he~ls every few feet . "I feel the helL And where is Maloney now ?
"Oh sure, thanks a lot, detective," I
nascent aura, the other-natural expected to see Rod Serling any mine.
comfor ted by a real Midtown liason
said, "why didn't you tell me you were
excrescence of spiritual forces . Tell m.e. explaining it all. But I under suw
going over my head to Ringling Brothers
officer.
Detective McGill, was this structure bwlt already.
"Mrs. Online, I'm Detective Slug
for expert advice. Look lady, I don't know
on an aboriginal burial ground?"
"O'Neill!" I called as I left the offi
McGill from downtown. I've got a few
what gutter O'Neill fished you out of, but
"Gee, I don't know, lady: How about the phone dangling over the edge of :
questions to ask you, if you don't mind."
why don't you just pack your shopping
"Sure, go ahead!" she screamed.
.
desk. "Come on, let's go. Thanks a bags and go back to where you came you ask the coroner's office?
•Ask me as many questions as you want, I
"It will take all m~ po~ers ~ bnng Madam Slug, you've been very helpfu
from?"
don't care! I've got nothing to hide! It's
"Silence, unbeliever!" she intoned.
these people back to th1s di~ensl~n .. from She bowed stiffiy, and remained in :.
probably about the whole firm
''You are unable to see the powers of the
the ethereal plane they now mhablt, she corridor as O'Neill and I started tow
disappearing, isn't it?"
other side, to feel the pull of supernatural
noted.
.
the elevators.
"No ma'am, I wa.s thinking about
"I don't know," I asked, "do you thmk
tides. Hah, you know nothing of the dark
asking who you like in the third race at heart of man or the corruption of a city ... "
it's wise to bring that many attorneys back
"What is it, Slug," O'Neill a s b
Belmont." The woman was obviously
to earth? That might not be too popular "have you got any leads?"
"Drowning in a river of misery and
distraught, and failed to appreciate the
antifreeze? Yeah, I know a little about it."
downtown."
"O'Neill," I answered, "this case
subtle drift of my humor. "Actually Mrs.
"You act as if this is the first time this closed." And I threw my head back a:
"Madam Slug," broke in O'Neill, "is
Online I just need to know some facts.
an expert in this kind of thing. She's a
has happened .
Hah.
~ mns.s laughed a demonic sort of laugh. Just
Tell rr:e everything that happened this medium."
· disappearance of attorneys hke th1s effect.
morning, from the time you came to the
occurred in Oakland, California in 1947.
"Looks like an extra-large to me."

1

Stanley H. Kaplan
has chosen his
bar review.
Have you?
For years, Kaplan students have been asking for a
bar review course with the same standards of excellence
as Kaplan's other courses. Mter carefully investigating bar
review courses, Stanley Kaplan has joined forces with SMH
Bar Review to add bar exam preparation to his family
of outstanding educational offerings. The academic
integrity and comprehensive, well-paced structure of the SMH approach made Mr. Kaplan's
decision an easy one - )'ours should be too!
Preparation is now available for California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of
Columbia, Florida, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New
Mexico, New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, Texas, Vermont,
and Virginia.

The Best Course

Of Action.

Call 662-3149
or contact campus
representative:
John Sobel 996-0502
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Crossword

Jab berta[/(y

~

By Bob Mullen

By Paul Czarnot.a

'Twas paisley and the winglcd tips
Did brim and brustle in the room;
All pinstripe were the frienzly lips,
And resumes in bloom.

The Jabbertalk would not retreat,
But spat its rawful ruck instead;
No end in sight, no quick defeat.
It was a talking head.

Beware the Jabbertalk, my son!
The mouth that drools, the eyes that glaze;
Beware the nod-nod head and shun
The murmurizing daze.

"I once thought L.A. was the one,
The spools of stone, the trains of drought;
Deep in her pentagonal sun
The trees that scream with gout.

He shtook the interviewer's hand;
The clabby digits fcld so tight.
He gerbillcd in his armchair and
Did not turn off the light.

Then there was San Francisco fair,
Her frippid loins I fancied such;
Her lunctious vines, her floompsie bare,
The strectsigns you can touch.

And as he sat in pitsy drip,
The Jabbertalk, with breath of mace,
Came scrum ping down the salvish strip
That led out of his face.

"Oh Dallas, sure, I heard of her;
The nuggid breeze, the plasma pools;
The buildings made of stick butter,
The people made with tools.

"Sportent law is my fa vest thing;
All else seems such ferbile smuddick.
13ondwork is to your own liking?
Well that's my second pick.

"And New York too, so much to do,
Skies rimp with lint, mountains of hope;
The undertow that snarps a few
The late night bars of soap.

"Monstrouth firms slaggivate me clean:
I will not deign to be a gritc.
Too smeeny and I'd chokc-1 mean
Your fi rm is sized JUSt right."

"Oh, Chicago's as good you know,
With one or two less flantrid germs;
Pcdonthic spires filled up with dough,
Houscpcts all with perms.

Here interlippcd the attorney,
Suspclching worst, furping back fear,
"Good platifibs so far. Tell me,
What brings you to out here?"

"But, oh! The city of your firm
Draws my fallicd yen so urgent!
Playground to the whiptooth she-worm!
Caverns of detergent!"

'The west has such galure to me;
I don't know why I'm from the cast.
You see I've learned from TV
The foods that stock your feast.

The questioner he fully drew
A blade of malten milky lead,
And sliced the air-- One, two! One, two!
Leaving the beast sans head.

"Your firm's city above the rest
I come to aft much wonderlink;
Its streets of latex are the best.
The shiny land I think.

Kneeling nexter the boy with rue,
The man drooblcd into a sob.
"All," he said, "you needed to do,
Was ask me fo r a job."

The lame interroger he bray,
"Another vurpid victim had!
Oh rurnptured day! Co way, Co way,
Ye monster big and bad!"

"Ne'er stood a chance; you set the bait!"
The bipart boy stravcd to mention,
"Have you not ever heard it sait,
'Ask a sturpid question ..."'
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Across
1. Native American word for
"place where we nil got drunk".
9. Oily guys
10. Cookie
11. Notorious
12. Not tangy tasting
13. Knight or Williams
14. Pay
15. Calcium Oxides
17. Ger: Egg
18. Commercial version of
Oscar or Tony
20. Sea Bird
21. Jail
23. Yiddish: to void
26. Vietnamese Offensive
27. Undergarment
28. Instrument
30. Edge alternative
31. Scandinavian
33. Direction, abbr.
34. Past Tense of Get
35. Instrume-nts
~
1. Court competition
2. District Winner
3. Comparatively worse off
4. Chern. formula- Hydrogen
Cyanide
5. Unbrella brand
6. Streetcar
7. The eagle calls it home
8. Hood's hangout
14. Latin: thing
16. Emmy winning group
18. State abbr.
19. Sonny backer, two wds.
21. Daisy rifle ammo.
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18
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15
110
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1
114
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120

121
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122
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~5
28

•

7

27

~26

29

"

~0

Pt

p2

!r

r;

.

~4

22.
24.
25.
26.
29.
32.

~ -'

,_,

,-

ps

Middle Eastern nation
Tngger
Slugger Kingman or ape.
Civil injury
Not hoorny
Latin: anrl

'Twas paiscly and the winglcd tips
Did brim and brustle in the room;
All pinstripe were the frienzly lips,
And resumes in bloom.

Law in the Raw

BY DOUG GRAHAM AND TIM THOMPSO~

The Joy of Law
Actual name of case:
St. Clair E. l\1.iller, Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.
Dr. Hyman Pleasure et al, Defendants-Appellees
425 F.2d 1205 (2d Cir. 1970)
The court explained that this case "was an
outgrowth" of a prior case. The plaintiff claimed that the
defendants had imprisoned him in order to defeat the
prior suits.

Biden and Hart Got You
Dowh?
The 60's live on, slightly updated, in the advance
attendance form for the National Alternative Politics
Conference held in Chicago last May:

-

I want to help start a local green party! I'm into:
·Peace ·Environment "Health & I lerbal ·Human Rights
"Anti-Aparthied ·cay "Non-violence ·Feminism "AntiCIA ·Indigenous Rights "Animal Rights "Farm Issues
"Bioregionalism ·No Nuke/Snfe Energy "New Age
·Futurism "Rainbow Tribe "Political Empowerment
"Appropriate Technology ·Recycling ·workers' Rights
·Guerrilla Theatre ·supportive Human Relations ·coops "Housing ·other
The most effective
saw=--------------------·

protest

The
big gest
thre a t
en rth :____________ _

to

you

life

ever

on

We wonder how they missed "pro bono" as a
category.
The Chicago Reader, June 12, 1987.

Wrath of Kahn
C.P.A. Robert Parker found himself in trouble w
the Internal Revenue Service after embezzling $603,9
from his employer.
Parker used the money to buy drinks and sexu
favors at a private club, b ut did not report the embezzle
funds to the IRS. In justifying his "oversight"" before t\
Tax Court, Parker claimed that he had been mentally
and controlled by the strip tease club's women ar
manager. Parker swore that he had not even enjoyed (·
money he stole.
The Tax Court judge neverthc>less found Parker linb
for the taxes and penalties. In the judge's opinion, "Ar
illness he may have had did not interfere with his abilit}
recognize taxable income."

Wall Street Journal, J uly 1,
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